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New Patterns

Each year the Minnesota Society of Architects, with its newly elected officers and board members, brings to the profession a promise for solutions of new problems. Stewardship over the hard-won gains of the profession for the public is also a constant and continuing challenge. This year, with the departure of James M. Fenelon, Hon. AIA, to Washington, requires additional adjustments and reprogramming to our society’s efforts.

The new executive director, Donald W. Hassenstab, brings to the Minnesota Society of Architects a probing, energetic and determined leadership. All members of the society must lend a hand to help Don make this transition not only tolerable but profitable to the society.

The society, acting in concert, can accomplish many things that individual architects cannot. Its aims, goals and actions can, however, be no different from those which would be taken by the individual practicing architect. The pattern of the society, as well as the pattern of the individual architect, in relation to the problems of our total society will be established by interest, involvement and effectiveness.

Individual architects and our society have always had deep interest in man and his environment. In the past decade this deep interest and concern have broadened beyond the “hardware” of physical environment to truly encompass those social and human qualities that are so important to the satisfactory solution of all problems.

Interest alone, however, produces no solution. Architects generally, and particularly in Minnesota, have become increasingly involved in the basic problems and their solutions. Some of the outward evidences of this involvement are increased political involvement in city, state and nation, increased public service on important planning, housing and regulatory boards and by new concepts of expanded service with other professionals. Concern and service by architects relating to community problems not normally associated with the profession are increasing. In short, the architect is becoming a better citizen.

Significant progress has been made in areas of legislation enforcement, compensation, ethics, all industry problems and many other areas by the board and the society’s committees and task forces. Much more remains to be done to advance these important tasks.

Hopefully, we are girding our Minnesota Society of Architects so that in terms of its aims and goals it can be of ever greater service to the architect, the community and to man himself.

The task is large
The goals are worthy
We have the tools
We have the interest
We are involved
We will become more effective
Your Board and Officers will help lead.

Louis R. Lundgren, A.I.A.
President
Minnesota Society of Architects
As we look forward to 1969 we realize that the architectural professional has an ever increasing responsibility to the public for the "total environment." Our profession, through the creation of architecture, shapes and molds the daily lives of all of us in the community—the environment in which we live and work.

If I had been writing for a 1959 forecast issue, the contents of this message would have been quite different. The architect would have been concerned about new materials and structural systems, but it is doubtful that we would have spoken about design teams, air and water rights, control of pollution or the urban crisis. Today, however, we have to be prepared to discuss all of these things if we are going to discuss architecture at all.

The architectural profession is becoming more streamlined, modernized and even computerized as our entire civilization moves forward. Ten years ago, would we have imagined an astronaut on the moon?

New opportunities as well as old problems are with us. By new opportunities I mean the growing list of things that an architect can do because of breakthroughs in design procedures and technology. Our cities, where two out of three Americans live, have reached a condition of critical mass as places in which to live. What was ten years ago a polite request for a better environment has become a clamorous and sometimes violent demand.

The architect can render the best possible service to the community by taking an active part in the programs of his professional organization. A strong professional organization will help enhance the image of the architect in his relationship with the total environment.

The Minnesota Society of Architects, AIA, is the state organization of the architectural profession in Minnesota, chartered by the American Institute of Architects, acting for the AIA and its chapters in Minnesota on all state matters. It also functions as the liaison between the national headquarters and the three local chapters in Minnesota—St. Paul, Minneapolis and Northeastern Minnesota.

Each of the nearly 600 members in the chapters automatically is a member of the state society. The MSA gives the architectural profession a single strong voice at the state level. It provides unified representation in all statewide matters affecting the profession and functions as the statewide representative and unifying body of all Minnesota architects and chapters of the AIA.

Some of the objectives of the state society are:

- Represent the architectural profession before the state legislature and the many state agencies whose activities vitally concern architects and their clients.
- Maintains active cooperation with other state-level organizations, including Minnesota Association of Consulting Engineers (MACE), Builders Exchanges of Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth, Associated General Contractors of Minnesota (AGC), Minnesota Society of Professional Engineers (MSPE), Minnesota School Board Association (MSBA), Producer's Council (PC), Land Surveyors and State Board of Registration for Architects, Engineers and Land Surveyors.
- Publishes a Newsletter.
- Is directly concerned in the publication of the NORTHWEST ARCHITECT.
- Organizes the profession's annual convention and building products exhibition.

These are only a few examples. There are 44 committees carrying on the programs of the MSA. The list of activities is long and constantly changing as projects are completed and new ones undertaken.

The last ten years has caused our profession to examine itself in terms of what society needs today and has caused us to formulate new and bold answers to contemporary problems. We will join with the construction industry and meet the challenges and responsibilities of the 1970's.

Donald W. Hassenstab
Executive Director
Minnesota Society of Architects
Increase Will Be Modest

I've talked with our sales management and field sales people in hopes that we can give a layman's comments on the industry trend for 1969. Although your readers are interested principally in the type of construction that retains the architect, I'd like to comment on all classifications of construction.

The consensus of the reports we've studied indicate that total residential housing will increase between 5% and 10% in 1969 over 1968. We believe this forecast will apply to the Northwest next year. We expect that approximately 40% of residential housing will be multiple family housing and about 75% of multiple housing will be in the low rise category. For the non-residential building market we don't expect this market to increase during 1969 over 2% or 3% above 1968. The increase is expressed in floor area and not dollar value. Included in this classification are commercial buildings, manufacturing buildings, educational buildings, hospital and health treatment buildings and religious buildings.

We believe that one of the deterrents to a higher rate of building next year is the accelerated rate of inflation, with a resulting increase in construction costs. The continuing increase in interest rates on loans does not stimulate residential or non-residential building.

Comments in this letter may indicate that I'm doing a lot of hedging on what we can expect in the construction industry during 1969. We are not as optimistic as some in our industry who feel that 1969 will be an excellent building year. We believe there will be a very modest increase overall. We expect the residential building to show better gains than the non-residential building.

C. C. Stout
Andersen Corporation
Hayford, Minn.

Building Industry Is A Good Barometer

The building industry has always been a difficult one to predict for any great period of time but I have found that it is an area that is particularly sensitive to the general economic condition of the country and has generally been a good barometer of other economic situations. We find in our practice that we are now able to plan our work much further ahead than has ever before been possible. This is true partly because there seems to be a plentiful supply of work available and further because the projects that are being undertaken are of such size that much more lead time is necessary than has heretofore been the case. Many of our clients are also those with whom we have been associated in building projects in the past and they are gradually learning that long-range planning is necessary for the proper fulfillment of their building needs.

The prospects for 1969 look very promising and our workload for the coming year promises to be very heavy. It is going to be necessary for architects and their clients to schedule their work very carefully and it is probably going to be very difficult to meet predicted schedules. There seems to be a shortage of qualified and experienced people to staff architects' offices, which is almost sure to result in the inability to complete the architectural phase of the work as quickly as our clients wish us to.

I foresee an acute shortage of skilled labor in the construction field. This is due partly to the increased amount of building that has to be done and partly to the restrictive practices of the various trades in development of new skilled workers. If our builders are going to keep up with the demands of the public in providing new buildings, something must be done to develop more skilled workers. We are constantly being faced with the problem of shortage of personnel in one trade, having the effect of delaying a project to the point of affecting all of the other trades on the project. Under our present system it is necessary to create an entirely new team of contractors and workers for each new building project and the failure of any member of this team can have a disastrous effect on the production of the entire team. This situation is likely to become even more critical under the press of work that I see coming in 1969.

The other factor that we are going to have to deal with during 1969 is that of cost and this element is sure to have its effect on the problem of financing projects. Every indication is that costs are due to increase very greatly during the coming year and the only question seems to be the extent of this increase.

The wage agreements that are made in the spring of 1969 are bound to have only one effect on cost and that is to increase them, and I am afraid that many of the contractors who are bidding jobs before that time are...
trying to anticipate the labor cost factor that they will be dealing with during the subsequent construction period of these buildings. We have heard various estimates of annual cost increases, ranging from five percent to twelve percent of present costs, but the actual predicted cost of buildings is such a nebulous thing that it is difficult to be precise in any such comparison. It seems apparent, however, that we must consider a building cost index considerably higher than any that we have previously experienced. This is likely to have a very strong effect in the financing of certain types of buildings, particularly religious buildings, and I feel that money for projects of this kind is going to be very scarce and very expensive. Church clients and architects doing church work would do well to investigate thoroughly the financing potential of projects before they become involved too deeply.

In spite of all of the problems, however, I think that it is going to be a very busy year for the architectural profession in this area but we will do well if we can keep our clients satisfied with the time required to produce the architectural work and to actually construct the building and with the final cost of that building.

G. Clair Armstrong, AIA
Armstrong, Schlichting,
Torseth and Skold/
Architects
Minneapolis

Volume Will Hold

To forecast at this time the possible architectural practice activity in 1969 will be undoubtedly influenced by many factors whether they be national, local, or within an architectural organization but it is our opinion that the present volume will continue and could increase appreciably.

We actually shudder at any increase in volume because we do not see the available help to get out the work. The need for physical plant to accommodate the increase in population is still with us and undoubtedly will continue to register itself. It is especially evident in construction requirements for housing, education and health facilities.

Sidney L. Stolte FAIA, PE
Bettenburg Townsend Stolte & Comb, Inc.
St. Paul

Certain Factors Govern

For the past three years business has been way off in volume, about 40 per cent each year. Usually at this time of the year prospects look good for the forthcoming year and that also applies for the year 1969. If the same factors that have governed our volume in the past continues for the year 1969 then I believe we can safely predict that there will be no change in our condition. In other words, it looks like we will have another poor year.

The factors that have governed our volume are high interest rates, inability to obtain financing and opposition of the taxpayers to vote yes on bond elections.

Harold C. Brunner, AIA
Brunner Hoeffel Bohrer & Associates
Minot, N. D.

Labor Cost Will Be Vital Factor

The expectation of a substantial labor cost increase in 1969 is not news but the general awareness of the impact of it by so many segments of the community is of itself newsworthy. It does not seem to be a deterrent but, rather, an impetus to get projects on the market before costs get even worse.

In the Twin Cities area (and perhaps nationwide) the trend seems to be toward planning for more than just one building at a time—the integrated long range building complex. Specific instances of this trend include the Capitol Campus study in Saint Paul, the University Medical Complex, the West Bank and Cedar-Riverside projects in Minneapolis, the Civic Center and Capital Centre projects in Saint Paul.

This shows an increasing understanding of thoughtful planning whereby 2 plus 2 can add up to more than 4.

One further observation—we are fortunate to have a tradition of competent workmanship in this area, which is still in evidence on our construction projects. It is particularly reassuring to come back from a trip to New York or Chicago, having seen the latest “great” bit of architecture with some rather shoddy workmanship, and realize that the grass is still pretty green on this side of the fence.

Brooks Cavin
Cavin and Page, Architects
St. Paul

Leisure and Recreation Needs Seen

We feel 1969 will be a very good construction year, surpassing 1968. Dwellings will increase and multiples will continue to be big. Contracts on commercials and industrials are the largest yet. Architects will have to design for more leisure and recreation time for the future.

Shortage of union mechanics will be a trying problem.

William J. Dale
Dale Tile Company
Minneapolis

Volume Up

Our firm anticipates that in 1969 we will have one of the largest volumes of construction since we were established in 1907. The market remains amazingly active and we have a large backlog of work at the present time.

There are, however, several ominous clouds on the horizon. The labor contracts for the most part are up for renewal in May, 1969. The national pattern has been for increases of a startling nature, far beyond any past increases. The AGC and other employer groups have been criticized for permitting this but in most cases settlements have followed long strikes which could be the case in this area. There is also a definite shortage of good building tradesmen even late in the construction season, which makes their bargaining power all the more effective.

Mortgage and finance money has been and remains tight and high priced and has caused some projects to
be abandoned by owners. The sales tax has also increased building costs in the area.

I predict a good year in 1969 if some of the above potential problems do not get out of line in this area. If they do get out of line, the reverse could be true.

John E. Ganley
Ernest M. Ganley Co.
Minneapolis

More Sophistication Required

We find that clients are demanding a higher degree of physical and visual comfort in their buildings. This requires more sophisticated systems, which in turn require more of the construction dollar, more space and more coordination between architect and engineer (Mechanical-Electrical-Structural). It will also require more coordination among the various Contractors.

That's enough comment for this next year. Let's take a look at what may be coming for future years.

All of us in the construction industry must make every effort to increase our overall efficiency to reduce building costs. I believe that if we don't, we won't have much of an industry left. It could, in a large part, be taken over by "package builders" developed by some other large industry. We in the design professions must make use of automated procedures to be able to do a better job without having to raise fees to a level which will seem unreasonable in the eyes of our clients.

To extend the limited supply of highly skilled labor contractors will need to use more prefabbed materials and more labor saving devices. This should prove to be a challenge to make it work rather than have some groups fight necessary changes. We must learn to use new materials without having to wait years for them to prove themselves (on someone else's job).

To keep our industry as it is, or with reasonable modification, we must learn to sell, we must improve our public image, we must work even closer as a team.

Glenn Gausman
Gausman & Moore, Inc.
St. Paul

Activity "Enormous" in Certain Practices

In our primarily commercial practice, heavy in multi-family residential high rise and garden apartments, shopping centers and industrial facilities, we are experiencing a period of enormous activity. This activity points to an expansion in all these facilities which is apparently being absorbed as fast as it is created, and thus we do not foresee a market saturation in the immediate future.

Quality is now apparently becoming a design parameter in the builder's sense of values, apparently owing to the increase in competition for the market at all levels.

Construction techniques, whether prefabrication or on-the-job are tending strongly toward cost-oriented systems which group elements into larger units, thus supposedly shortening the length of time required for construction and simplifying complicated procedures.

Especially in multi-family housing volume per project is far greater than it has been. Where the typical project was from twenty-four to fifty units in the past, currently multi-family projects run from two hundred to three hundred units in one or several buildings, with far greater emphasis on site planning and "added attractions" than previously. To some degree, certainly, this is brought about by greater attention to these details by the suburban planning boards but unquestionably the demand and therefore the dollars to pay for it are also there.

Probably a summary of all these remarks is simply that affluence and inflation together with the increased leisure developed through automation are providing our society with more goods and more time to appreciate both the practical and aesthetic qualities of these goods.

Benjamin A. Gingold, Jr.,
AIA
Gingold-Pink Architecture
Minneapolis

South Dakota Difficulties Overcome

Work in the commercial and industrial fields of architecture appears to have a very bright future, as does the governmental and institutional work. South Dakota had a temporary lag in this area due to financial limitations on local units of government but this is being overcome.

Raymond J. Hengel, AIA
Hengel, Egge, Beadle & Associates
Rapid City, S. D.

New Ulm's Growth Creates Work

We do not do much building outside of New Ulm so we will confine our comments to local work only.

Our town is growing so consequently the need for new schools is increasing. It looks as though we will need an addition to the senior high school and either a new elementary school or else additions to the present pair. Providing that a bond issue can be passed, we look for at least one of these projects to begin in late 1969.

We have a small Lutheran College in New Ulm and we understand that they may build a new library or a dorm in 1969. This, again, is dependent upon availability of money in their synod.

New Ulm is in the process of setting up a Housing Authority and if all requirements can be met there is a possibility of a 100-unit home for the elderly being built. We doubt that this project could be ready for 1969 but we are sure that New Ulm will eventually have one.

Along with the steady growth of the city goes a need for new housing and already signs of new apartment unit construction are beginning to appear, to say nothing of the normal number of single family dwellings.

Recently it was announced that New Ulm has been recommended for a junior college. So again, depending on available state appropriations, it looks as though we can look forward to lots of building activity in that area.

Even though most of this new construction depends on one small item—money—we are optimistic about New Ulm's future.

John P. Heymann, Jr.
Heymann Construction Co.
New Ulm, Minn.

NORTHWEST ARCHITECT
Federal Expenditures Are a Key

We have seen a slow down in design activities during the last half of 1968, with fewer new projects starting. We believe it is tied primarily to the cutback in federal expenditures. We have seen it in our direct bridge design projects involving federal funds. We believe it carries over into the architectural projects, such as college dormitories, housing for the elderly and similar projects partially funded with government money. The architects would be closer to this phase of work than we are.

If this cutback in federal spending is the reason for some of the year end slow down, the government has succeeded in stemming the inflationary trend. We would expect this will hit the construction phase of the industry during the first part of the year and perhaps continue until federally financed projects now curtailed are released.

Willis A. Jacus
Jacus & Amble, Inc.
Consulting Engineers
Minneapolis

Manpower Shortage a Continuing Problem

It appears to us that the demand for new building may continue to increase. It also appears that there will continue to be a manpower problem, due to shortages in several of the building trades, particularly brick masons, carpenters, sheet metal workers, electricians and all mechanical trades.

There is another imponderable that may involve a serious problem in spring, '69 namely, the wage agreements which we negotiated in 1966 with the unions representing our seven basic trades run only to May 1, 1969, and some new agreements should be negotiated before that date if threats of delays due to strikes, etc., are to be avoided.

Dale F. Vogt
Lovering Construction Co.
St. Paul

New Products and New Methods

Major changes in techniques and development through research of a variety of products promise much to architects and builders. In our special field better walls and ceilings at lower cost in the coming year through use of lath and plaster are assured.

Among the most interesting are the new high strength plaster systems, particularly the veneers. They were developed to answer a need for a stronger, more durable wall which could be applied very quickly and without introducing excess moisture into a building. The significant development in the midwest area is that skilled craftsmen are now specially trained for this work and have the know how so that the architect and owner can be assured of good quality workmanship, and speedy erection. The new products are supplied by the major gypsum companies, which are helping to provide the job training and follow-up.

Another product gaining importance in the plastering trade is the exposed aggregate epoxy application allowing the architect complete freedom of design. These products are cast in place over various bases and used both as feature walls or accent panels. Their fine weathering characteristics and availability of colors are making them of increasing value in our industry. There are two of the largest manufacturers located in the Twin Cities area and each provides both architectural service and job inspections if necessary.

Soon to be seen in increasing numbers will be exterior wall systems of load bearing and non-load bearing metal studs. A large church just being finished in St. Paul Park is a prime example of the flexibility of design and the varieties of finish which can be achieved at a very competitive cost. There lathes build outside and inside walls with one framing to carry both finishes. Conventional methods of welding and tying made the job go very rapidly.

Manpower in the lathing and plastering industry should not be as great a problem as in many other fields of construction because the use of new materials and machines is now rapidly raising the productivity of each workman. The future looks bright and this is expected to help attract good young apprentices to the trades.

C. C. Fladland
Minnesota Lathing & Plastering Bureau

School Construction Holds Down

Our practice at the present time is largely confined to the planning of educational buildings, which gives us a rather restricted look at the building picture.

We find four factors which are keeping the volume of school construction under what it could otherwise be. 1, Constantly increasing taxes are providing resistance to the passage of school bond elections. 2, The wealth of outstate school districts rests largely on farm income, which lags behind the income of industrialized and unionized urban centers. 3, The possibility of forced consolidation of small high school districts with larger high school districts is, in many instances, delaying planning and construction in both. 4, Recent innovations in educational systems have left school authorities reluctant to commit themselves to planning for a future which is confused and unclear.

However, since all four of these factors have been at work for some time, we expect this coming year to be as good as the last.

Bruce R. Church
Pass, Rockey & Church
Mankato, Minn.

Money Availability Can Influence Work

From a purely personal standpoint the year 1969 will be an average year for our firm unless some private monies become available to those clients we have completed design work for. We have several private projects in the mill, which to this point in time are at a standstill because of high interest rates and slow money. I believe this will generally affect the architectural work in this area and will therefore slow down the building prospects for at least the early part of 1969. If, however,
some of the state projects now proposed are allocated funds and if some of the school bond issues are passed in this area, the picture could become somewhat brighter.

George S. Rutter, AIA
Rutter & Kosir Architects
Moorhead, Minn., & Bismarck, N. D.

Hold-back Factors Listed for North Dakota

We will endeavor to ramble on briefly, setting forth some of our own personal feelings in the event they might be of interest.

We do not feel the volume of work to be handled by the various architects in North Dakota for the next several years will be as great as it has been in times past. There might be some extremely large projects, such as shopping centers, which will influence the dollar total but taking these isolated projects out of the picture the statement just immediately preceding is an expression of our feelings.

The economy of North Dakota does not appear to be so structured that one can expect any big changes in the feeling expressed above. Population is on the downgrade, industry seems to shy away from this fine climate and without some improvement in these factors one just must wonder where construction demands will originate.

People of North Dakota are generally very, very conservative. School bond issues are failing right and left, which is not a good sign. There appears to be a general attitude of “wait and see.” One hears many comments to the effect perhaps the federal government will have to step in in order to assist in the financing of schools as taxes just “can’t go any higher.” To some extent the writer agrees that taxes are extreme but I don’t know that we need federal assistance to solve the problem. Perhaps instead a different form of a tax base, more equitable in nature, might change the income from this source.

For many years North Dakota has enjoyed the “privilege” of the right-to-work law. This privilege is still with us but nevertheless the labor union element is becoming more strong each year and spreading further away from the larger metropolitan areas. This, of course, will definitely affect the costs of construction throughout the rural areas in a manner that these people just do not have the money or the basis of obtaining it in order to make a better situation even if they wanted it.

Name withheld on request

Cost Spiral Too Rapid

Relative to the prospects for 1969, work seems to be most sizeable in dollar volume though not necessarily too numerous in number of projects by actual count. Construction costs continue spiralling ever upward at a far too rapid pace. As a result, private work seems to continue downward while public work continues to increase.

Government subsidy is playing a greater role in the construction market and it is evident that this will continue for some time to come. Even the smallest governmental entity, to accomplish the minimum of building needs, often requires federal support to make it a reality.

Taxes, too, play a very large role in the construction outlook while private industry and business try to go the building route alone under private or public financing programs. Public financing has become quite popular and has lent a degree of support in spurring independent construction. As we see it for now the federal funding support is the big backbone of construction for 1969.

S. C. Smiley
Minneapolis

Aggregates Becoming More Versatile

Trends in aggregates and related stone products are toward greater versatility.

In the aggregate business the trend has been toward decorative and border use of various aggregates. Generally the interest is toward white stone, which tends to gain a gray color when exposed to dust, smog and weather. More neutral colors serve the same purpose at considerably less cost.

Exposed aggregate in concrete is increasing greatly. Again interest is in color. Color is like a man’s sex life, it’s a personal thing, and what appeals to one person may not appeal to another. Locally available aggregates are less expensive than the imported and special aggregates. Locally available aggregates are shipped out-of-state because of preference over local supplies. Again pointing out the personal preference specification, which certainly is to be admired, the point is locally available aggregates can be used attractively as border decoration and exposed concrete and at considerably less money.

Interest has been shown in the use of crushed stone (dolomite or granite) for entrances or walkways which are exposed to our severe winter weather conditions. All locally available gravels have a small percentage of
shale or spall content. While these gravels easily meet all ASTM specifications, even the best gravels contain spalls which will cause occasional "pop outs" and be distracting in these high traffic walk areas.

Concrete using crushed stone as the coarse aggregate has equal durability and is equal in every way to concrete with gravel as the coarse aggregate, with the added benefit of no "pop outs." These "pop outs" can result in a distracting appearance in areas where so much care is taken to given an attractive first impression.

More and more crushed stone base meeting specifications for Minnesota Highway Department specification 3138-Class 2 is being used. Crushed stone, with its high load bearing qualities, is gaining more acceptance as a replacement for sand and gravel base below bituminous surfaces. Economies can be made in thickness design which show a savings in construction. A base design manual produced in conjunction with Twin City Testing Laboratories and the J. L. Shiely Company using data from the Crushed Stone Association and AASHO is available free of charge to assist architects to design the most economical parking areas for the various type soil conditions. Crushed stone base not only can be economical in original design, but has proved more maintenance free than conventional sand and gravel bases.

Lowery J. Smith
J. L. Shiely Company
St. Paul

Backlog Has Built Up

The volume of new construction in 1969 is potentially greater than that of 1968. A considerable backlog has built up as owners have delayed their plans because of the increase in construction costs and the difficulty of obtaining suitable financing. Architectural activity will probably increase in '69 as owners accept the new costs and interest rates and proceed with their planning in anticipation of the availability of private funds or the release of additional federal funds. The situation in Vietnam is probably the key to a continuation of the backlog build-up or the substantial movement from planning to actual construction in 1969.

Norman E. Madson
Sovik-Mathre-Madson
Northfield, Minn.

Research Industries Aid Expansion

In 1969 I believe the Twin Cities' metropolitan area will increase its present rapid growth. The research oriented industries are feeding each other. Their growth is unrestrained. These firms are drawing young people from many surrounding states, creating a great demand for housing and better service industries. These same people have high incomes and are demanding many luxuries.

Plant expansion and housing for these groups will tax our industry. We feel this will increase the need for prefabricated building components. New materials and new techniques will lead the way in 1969.

David W. Hanson
Spancrete Midwest Co.
Osseo, Minn.

Budgeting is Important

We certainly think it looks good for the year to come, at least from where we sit. The shortage of good help is certainly the big indication that everybody is busy.

Budgeting has to be the most important consideration. Prices change so much during the year or more time involved in getting the average jobs on the market. So many things influence the final price of our product.

Actual material selection is the next most important consideration. Naturally this affects a budget but of real importance is that we are not all trying to use the same materials and creating shortages which are unnecessary. My personal effort would be to design around a material selection, good material of course, but one that others are not likely to use because of their strong desire to do what others are doing. There is enough material shortage without all of us doing the same things. Good material distribution can also make a better use of our inadequate construction labor force.

W. C. Hendrickson,
AIA-NSPE
Stegner-Hendrickson-McNutt
Brainerd & Marshall, Minn.

Public Work Strong

It appears to us that it should be just as good a year for the architectural profession as it was in 1968, especially for public work. Last week, as to our own work, one community passed its bond election by a goodly margin on a large high school development and we have a number of other public projects in various stages of development.

As to private work, the writer wonders whether the continuing inflation will slow it up, especially in connection with residential construction. Let us hope that the new administration will make a real effort to control this inflation situation or, at least, slow it down. Otherwise, we may eventually run into real trouble, both at home and abroad, as regards world trade which can affect all of us.

Gerald A. Anderson
Toltz, King, Duvall,
Anderson and Associates,
Inc.
St. Paul

Hands Full

This office and I believe the other architects in this area are looking forward to a very full and profitable year. Speaking for our own firm, we have our hands full in turning out the work contemplated and under contract for the area. We know of several large projects contemplated for next year that are being designed by Twin City firms and we anticipate a great deal of commission work which will be built next year. In closing let me say it looks like the best year of this decade.

Fred V. Traynor
Traynor & Hermanson,
Architects, Inc.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Trend Creates Optimism

Our backlog of work under contract is greater in dollar volume than ever before. The projects are quite large (by small office standards) and could well spill over into 1970. With the ordinary influx of smaller work, year 1969 could well be the banner year of years. It is true that lending money rates are high, but it has not slowed down apartment building in our areas. Land costs increase daily, which is a good sign of an expanding economy. We look to the future with optimism.

William T. Wick
Wick Stansfield Kagermeir, Architects, Inc.
Mankato, Minn.

Blank Period a 1969 Possibility

We feel that 1969 will be the starting point of a reduction in the total construction volume. The new administration's professed philosophy would indicate that the federal government will tend to enter less into local projects and yet be providing some of the funding. However, until the methods and organizations are worked out a blank period should ensue.

It is very probable that the spring of 1969 will be marked by strikes. The large wage increases obtained in the east, Detroit, Cleveland, etc., areas have raised the hopes of local labor. However, the election of Nixon has given management encouragement to try to hold the line on wage increases. There is a good reason to believe that the next labor contract negotiations will produce strikes and be prolonged.

R. R. Young
Young Construction Co.
St. Paul

In Central Minnesota

To estimate what is going to happen in our area I must confine my remarks to the Central Minnesota area in general.

As I see the situation we are expecting a great growth for the next few years. This is confirmed by the Federal Reserve Bank reports and by the employment reports and Chamber of Commerce reports which I read. St. Cloud is experiencing a fast growth and much of it is a spill-over from the Twin Cities area moving in all directions. Our building reports indicate a heavy increase in permits and with the apartment house building expanding rapidly in our area we see lots of building to come.

Industry is moving in and our population growth is above the national average. I am of the opinion that the anticipated new International Airport for the Twin Cities (if located north) will improve our situation greatly. In other words we are looking forward to an increase in future building because of our community's being one of the fastest growing in the nation.
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3324 Creek View Terrace, 938-1139
Minnetonka, Minn. 55343 (100)

Rudquist, Raoul M. (Mrs. Jerry J.)
3100 46th Ave. So., 722-6050
Minneapolis 55405 (107)

Snodgrass, Rick H.
4115 Parklawn Court #106
Minneapolis 55435 (24)

Skaar, Roger J.
1709 Fair St., 388-6512
Mankato, Minn. 56001 (142)

Sward, Dennis R.
2513 Blaisdell Ave. So., 822-9046
Minneapolis 55404 (48)

Taden, Ronald E.
5213 Abercombie Dr., 941-3559
Minneapolis 55435 (24)

Wolf, Leo H.
2000 Idaho Ave. So., 545-3630
Minneapolis 55426 (153)

St. Paul Chapter

Fellows:

Ellerbee, Thomas A., FAIA
26 Benhill Road, 225-6122
St. Paul 55105 (47)

Lundie, Edwin H., FAIA
St. Paul Athletic Club
Fourth & Cedar, 224-2672
St. Paul 55103 (153)

Emeritus Members:

Buetow, Carl II., AIA.
4415 Parklawn Court #106
Minneapolis 55409 (74)

Corwin, Ralph D., AIA
12200 Hilloway Road, 545-9444
Minneapolis 55435 (24)

Dawson, John W., AIA.
Emeritus
2240 Princeton Avenue
Minneapolis 55419 (172)

Dimond, Grover W., Jr., AIA
873 Osceola Ave.
St. Paul 55105 (42)

JANUARY, 1969
Eckert, Edwin O., AIA
213 E. Wabasha St., 5427
Winona, Minn. 55987 (45)

Esteb, William J., AIA
2000 No. Snelling, 645-1276
St. Paul 55113 (14)

Faricy, Richard T., AIA
912 Lincoln Ave.
St. Paul 55105 (23)

Fishman, Stanley, AIA
978 So. Cleveland
St. Paul 55116 (52A)

Flick, Burton E., AIA
844 Kenneth St., 699-4934
St. Paul 55116 (14)

Flynn, Eugene G., AIA
375 Pelham Blvd.
St. Paul 55104 (54)

Fourre, Daniel W., AIA
2069 Iglehart Ave., 646-0126
St. Paul 55104 (140)

Fowler, Max E., AIA
3711 West Hill Road, 777-3622
St. Paul 55104 (109)

Gauger, Ray, AIA
200 Mississippi River Blvd.
St. Paul 55104 (37)

Gjelten, Gordon O., AIA
620 16th St. S.W., 282-4800
Rochester, Minn. 55901 (60)

Hagen, Rodney L., AIA
1316 Bohland Place, 646-0040
St. Paul 55105 (23)

Hammel, Richard F., AIA
6423 Colony Way, Apt. 2-D
St. Paul 55116 (54)

Handford, Richard W., AIA
1624 Lafond Ave., 646-0040
St. Paul 55104 (44)

Hansen, Harold E., AIA
228 Oakview Rd., 455-7106
West St. Paul 55118 (108A)

Hendrickson, William C., AIA
723 No. 4th St., 829-4307
Bloomington, Minn. 56431 (66)

Henslin, Rodney L., AIA
169 E. Moreland, 224-8395
West St. Paul 55118 (47)

Hoeve, Robert E., AIA
50 So. Deep Lake Road, 484-8179
St. Paul 55110 (65)

Jackels, Robert T., AIA
640 Ivy Falls, 224-1437
St. Paul 55118 (3)

Jacob, Bernard, AIA
935 Linwood Ave., 226-2875
St. Paul 55105 (42)

Johnson, Norman R., AIA
1533 E. Old Shakopee Road, 881-3328
Bloomington, Minn. 55420 (83)

Johnson, O. Reuben, AIA
3710 Blackhawk Rd., 454-3942
St. Paul 55111 (19)

Kellett, James A., AIA
454 Woodhill Drive, 484-6559
St. Paul 55113 (172)

Klein, George F., Jr., AIA
Route 4, Box 52, 473-4335
Wayzata, Minn. 55391 (119)

Lundgren, Louis R., AIA
Hamm Building, Lower Concourse
St. Paul 55108 (65)

Maloney, Robert T., AIA
1622 Bohland, 699-2486
St. Paul 55116 (161)

Meinecke, Allan H., AIA
2116 Glenview Lane, 881-5645
Bloomington, Minn. 55420 (47)

Nelson, Alfred J., AIA
888 W. Edgewater Ave., 484-3576
St. Paul 55112 (47)

Nelson, Donald G., AIA
14 Fareway Drive, 507-645-7636
Northfield, Minn. 55057 (152)

Olson, Wayne A.
441 South Creton Avenue
St. Paul 55105 (161)

Parrish, Willard C., Jr., AIA
911 Fairmount, 227-2782
St. Paul 55105 (37)

Parrish, Willard C., Jr., AIA
911 Fairmount, 227-2782
St. Paul 55105 (37)

Peterson, Kenneth H., AIA
14 Fareway Drive, 507-645-7636
Northfield, Minn. 55057 (152)

Pope, Robert L., AIA
1706 Eldridge Ave., 631-0743
St. Paul 55113 (30)

Raafferty, George E., AIA
2903 No. Hamline, 633-1331
St. Paul 55113 (128)

Raafferty, Richard J., AIA
1480 Conway St., 771-1259
St. Paul 55106 (128)

Santo, Louis W., AIA
1976 Norfolk Ave., 698-4873
St. Paul 55110 (130)

Seppanen, Jarl, AIA
1964 Charlton St., 455-4479
West St. Paul 55118 (33)

Shannon, William R., Jr., AIA
2395 W. County Road B, 631-0791
St. Paul 55113 (47)

Simmons, W. Paul, AIA
410 Winona St., 645-4845
Northfield, Minn. 55057 (129)

Sorensen, Wesley Emanuel, AIA
11008 Glen Wilding Lane
Bloomington, Minn. 55431 (66)

Sperl, Robert H., AIA
2236 Sargent Ave., 699-1132
St. Paul 55105 (54)

Steiger, Le Edward, AIA
Route #6, 963-2631
Blaine, Minn. 55449 (54)

Stormen, Gene A.
4732 28th Avenue So.
Minneapolis 55406 (42)

Tammes, Cecil M., AIA
1020 Lombard, 226-6845
St. Paul 55103 (23)

Townsend, George B., AIA
1872 Hillcrest Ave., 698-7773
St. Paul 55116 (14)

Trossen, Duane, AIA
1364 Wildwood Ave.
White Bear Lake, Minn. 55110 (163)

Van Housen, Tom, AIA
1891 Portland Ave., 646-2108
St. Paul 55116 (65)

Voigt, James D., AIA
2294 County Road F, 429-0614
White Bear Lake, Minn. 55110 (42)

Weaver, John Keating, AIA
7390 Hidden Bay Road
St. Paul 55109 (65)

Winsor, Wayne R., AIA
1455 Lone Oak Road, 454-4104
St. Paul 55111 (47)

Wold, Clark D., AIA
1049 Colby, 699-1233
St. Paul 55116 (172)

Professional Associates:

Adkins, Lonnie O.
2137 Juno Ave., 699-4190
St. Paul 55116 (3)

Anderson, Lawrence G.
200 E. Minnehaha Pkwy., 825-8956
Minneapolis 55419 (65)

Anderson, Philip B.
Route 7, 629-6780
Blaine, Minn. 56001 (154)

Arnbruster, Robert C.
821 W. Sextant Ave., 484-1389
St. Paul 55113 (30)

Berg, Charles K.
1985 Highland Pkwy., 699-5596
St. Paul 55116 (47)

Cox, James A.
375 West County Road B, 489-1160
St. Paul 55113 (87)

Erickson, Bruce J.
375 West County Road B, 489-1160
St. Paul 55113 (87)

Edberg, Gordon H.
1891 Portland Ave., 646-5825
St. Paul 55104 (42)

Gehlsen, Richard
2128 Roth Pl., 429-2108
White Bear Lake, Minn. 55110 (47)

Northwest Architect
January 1969

Lawrence, David
Gehrlotz, Franklin E.
MeycrhofT, James L.
Griffith, Cecil T.
McGee, Robert Leroy
Larson, Bruce P.
Klymko, Eugene
House, LyIe J.
Horne, James B.
Haaversen, William J. E.
Olson, Roald M.
Neujahr, Rodney E.
Morrison, Eldon
Olson, Wayne A.
Meyerhoff, James L.
Klymklo, Eugene
Larson, Bruce P.
Lawrence, David
McGee, Robert Leroy
Meyerhoff, James L.

Associate Members:

Asleson, A. David
617 Morehead Ave., 429-9790
White Bear Lake, Minn. 55110 (47)

Beck, William
2142 Reaney Ave.
St. Paul 55119 (12)

Rainbridge, Robert C.
2666 Van Dyke, 777-4748
St. Paul 55109 (47)

Brengman, John F.
1044 19th Ave., N.E., 289-4483,
Rochester, Minn. 55901 (49)

Christiansen, Frederick M.
1912 W. Ryan, 646-3524
Roseville, Minn. 55113 (100)

Courteau, Joseph M.
976 Margaret St.
St. Paul 55106 (63)

Dahlen, M. Lee
2370 Buford Ave., 634-0094
St. Paul 55108 (66)

DeZelar, Gerald
1812 Oakdale
West St. Paul 55118 (12)

Gardner, Elza (Honorary)
3790 Rustic Place, 484-3782
St. Paul 55112 (47)

George, Rogers E., Jr.
188 E. Emerson, 226-8417
West St. Paul, Minn. 55118 (42)

Gorman, Francis
2592 W. 1st National Bank Bldg.
St. Paul 55101

Gregoret, Serge
973 Lombard Ave., 226-0207
St. Paul 55105 (47)

Hall, David B.
400 W. Larpenteur, 488-7024
St. Paul 55113 (42)

Heldt, Norbert H.
1299 W. Arlington, 489-7350
St. Paul 55108 (137)

Herrick, Robert R.
1057 Cobb Rd.
St. Paul 55112 (12)

Johnson, Clinton
c/o Grover Dimond Assoc.
421 Wabasha St.
St. Paul 55101 (42)

Kapting, Harold A.
807 Hazelwood, 776-7945
St. Paul 55106 (47)

Kerr, Robert H.
3510 Siems Court, 633-4444
St. Paul 55112 (163)

Lammers, James I.
1844 N. Hamline, 645-8333
St. Paul 55115 (42)

Lindstrom, Earl J.
419-13th Ave., So., 451-1160
South St. Paul, Minn. 55074 (42)

Lundgren, June S.
Hamm Bldg., Lower Concourse
224-4765
St. Paul 55108 (65)

Manion, A. L.
1792 Saunders, 222-6996
St. Paul, 55116 (47)

Morgan, Brian R.
1716 Knox Ave., So., 376-7501
Minneapolis 55403 (66)

Nielsen, Borg R.
1002 Linwood Ave., 226-0334
St. Paul 55105 (108A)

Nordale, David E.
6027 France Ave., So., 922-8158
Edina, Minn. 55410 (42)

Olson, Clarence
3290-10th Ave., So.
Minneapolis 55407

Olson, Gordon E.
1791 Sargent Ave.
St. Paul 55105 (12)

Olson, Kern C.
7620 Xerxes, So., 866-8615
Edina, Minn. 55423 (172)

Stege, William
1980 Eagle Point Rd.
Lake Elmo, Minn. 55042 (23)

Storland, Wilbert M.
319 Etna St., 776-6325
St. Paul 55106 (138)

Swanson, R. H.
4517 W. 110th St.
Minneapolis 55431 (12)

Wang, Ming Chi
2425 E. Franklin
Minneapolis 55406 (42)

Wigdahl, William L., Sr.
3097 Bashaw Rd., No., 561-7804
Minneapolis 55429 (21)

Zafke, Donald P.
40 Evergreen Rd., 426-2948
St. Paul 55115 (55)

Northeastern Minnesota Chapter

Fellows:

Jyring, E. A., FAIA
2417 E. 10th Ave., 263-4376
Hibbing, Minn. 55746 (5)

Melander, A. Reinhold, FAIA
3319 Greysolon Rd., 724-1723
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (104)

Emeritus Member:

Starin, Harold M., AIA, Emeritus
1717 Lakeview Dr.
Duluth, Minn. 55803

Corporate Members:

Damberg, John P., AIA
48-A Cedar Island Dr., 741-6762
Eveleth, Minn. 55734 (39)

Damberg, Paul S., AIA
710 Jones St., 741-5115
Eveleth, Minn. 55734 (39)

Damberg, Rheuben P., AIA
418-7th St., So., 741-2064
Virginia, Minn. 55792 (39)
Dobberman, Marvin R., AIA
2204 Iowa Ave., 392-2059
Superior, Wis. 54880 (43)

Estenson, Hilman A., AIA
Rt. 1, Box 13, 372-4807
Iron River, Wis. 54847

Fugelsbo, Norman K., AIA
4730 London Rd., 525-4832
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (104)

Helske, Klaus Wilhelm, AIA
2122 E. 6th St., 398-3872
Superior, Wis. 54880 (43)

Kaple, Art, AIA
2722 E. Superior St., 724-5131
Duluth, Minn. 55812 (135)

Lenci, Richard, AIA
303-10th Ave., So., 741-8615
Virginia, Minn. 55792 (90)

Lucas, Arthur C., Jr., AIA
2221 E. 2nd St., 724-0325
Duluth, Minn. 55812 (129)

Morgenstern, David M., AIA
5820 London Rd., 525-1038
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (113)

Moser, William H., AIA
128 N. 36th Ave., E., 728-4196
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (4)

Peck, John D., AIA
4302 Robinson St., 525-2030
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (38)

Piel, Alfred H., AIA
4014½ Pitt St.
Duluth, Minn. 55804

Porter, Sanford, AIA
5144 London Rd., 525-4389
Duluth, Minn. 55802 (104)

Sandberg, Robert Y., AIA
2536-5th Ave., E., 263-9197
Hibbing, Minn. 55746 (139)

Schedkich, Thomas J., AIA
2730 Greyolon Rd., 281-274-0159
Duluth, Minn. 55812 (146)

Stanius, Donald E., AIA
168 W. Austin, 724-0137
Duluth, Minn. 55803 (113)

Thoma, Arthur G., AIA
7 Lakeside Court, 525-3207
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (127)

Thomas, John Ivey, AIA
3713 Crescent View
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (158)

Thoren, C. Everett, AIA
1134 Missouri Ave., 724-0625
Duluth, Minn. 55811 (113)

Whiteman, R. F., AIA
3623-2nd Ave., E.
Hibbing, Minn. 55746 (5)

Professional Associate Members

Alexander, C. D.
6303 E. Superior St., 525-4863
Duluth, Minn. 55804

Dobberman, David R.
303 E. 9th St., 392-8385
Superior, Wis. 54880 (43)

Moritz, William S.
1024 E. 3rd St., 724-1580
Duluth, Minn. 55805 (146)

Simich, Leon E.
5304 Glendale St.
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (104)

Associate Members

Berg, David R.
5002 Avondale St., 525-3287
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (38)

Bergerson, Donald E.
337 Mesabi Drive
Hibbing, Minn. 55746

Blott, Philip S.
115 E. 9th St., 727-3606
Duluth, Minn. 55805 (146)

Erickson, Robert
617 N. 7th Ave., 254-3670
Chisholm, Minn. 55719 (5)

Fulton, Walter A., Jr.
204 W. Winona St.
Duluth, Minn. 55803

Garon, Sidney L.
2110 Lakeview Drive
Duluth, Minn. 55803 (113)

Grandell, Gustave A.
5337 Glendale St., 525-1297
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (13)

Hallam, William C.
302 N. 16th Ave., E.
Duluth, Minn. 55802

Hann, Richard S.
522 No. 79th Ave., W., 624-7452
Duluth, Minn. 55807 (146)

Holt, Michael D.
2931 E. 1st St., 728-1606
Duluth, Minn. 55811 (146)

Hren, Anton F.
2429 Ninth Ave., E.
Hibbing, Minn. 55746

Hunner, John B.
1400 Old Howard Mill Rd.
Duluth, Minn. 55804

Jacobson, Ray O.
2361
Pengilly, Minn. 55775 (5)

Johnson, Cecil
1932 Fifth Ave., E.
Hibbing, Minn. 55746

Jyring, Jack E.
133 W. Mankato St., 724-0932
Duluth, Minn. 55803 (4)

McLander, Donald K.
2121 Vermilion Rd., 724-2141
Duluth, Minn. 55803 (104)

Michelich, Kenneth
511 W. Faribault Rd., 724-1083
Duluth, Minn. 55803 (146)

Miller, Hallard W.
30 Bruce St., 724-7045
Duluth, Minn. 55803 (104)

Molberg, George
Rt. 3, Box 629A, 525-3915
Duluth, Minn. 55803 (50)

Paulson, Michael C.
341 W. Wabasha St., 724-9146
Duluth, Minn. 55803 (95)

Peters, Lyle H.
Box 15, Lester River Road
Duluth, Minn. 55804 (113)

North Dakota Chapter

Offices:

1. Wells, Denbrook and Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 1397
Grand Forks, N. D.

2. Anderson & Wade
2120 Fourth Ave. N.W.
Minot, N. D.

3. Leonard & Askew
P.O. Box 1354
Bismarck, N. D.

4. Arlo C. Beattie
420 No. Fourth St.
Bismarck, N. D.

5. Harold E. Bechtel
711 No. Second Ave.
Fargo, N. D.

6. Orton E. Bjure
P.O. Box 623
Wahpeton, N. D.

7. Blake, Heil & Zieske
114 14th St., W.
Williston, N. D.

8. Seifert & Staszko
325 Seventh St., So.
Fargo, N. D.

9. Brunner, Hoeffel & Bohrer
R.R. #1, N. Burlington Road
Minot, N. D.

10. Clark & Holman
300 Metropolitan Bldg.
Fargo, N. D.
11. North Central Engineers & Architect
P.O. Box 1670
Jamestown, N.D.

12. Kielhack, Fouger, Hanson & Pickett
P.O. Box 1485
Minot, N.D.

13. Groz & Anderson
P.O. Box 1455
Grand Forks, N.D.

14. Harrie & Kennedy
P.O. Box 788
Grand Forks, N.D.

15. Knute A. Henning
1125 Oak St., No.
Fargo, N.D.

16. Ira Rush & Associates
P.O. Box 1177
Minot, N.D.

17. Bernard H. Hillyer
214 24th St., No.
Bismarck, N.D.

18. Horton & Horton
P.O. Box 1351
Jamestown, N.D.

19. Harold L. Jenkinson
1517 So. River Road
Fargo, N.D.

20. Walter T. Johnsen
400 Roberts St.
Fargo, N.D.

21. Mutchler, Twichell & Lynch
1117 13th Ave., No.
Bismarck, N.D.

22. Ritterbush Brothers
209 No. Seventh St.
Bismarck, N.D.

23. Leander F. Ross
P.O. Box 217
Minot, N.D.

24. Douglas Foster
1802 12th Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

25. Foss, Engledahl & Foss
700 So. 7th
Fargo, N.D.

26. James J. Bofferding
1132 College St.
Fargo, N.D.

27. Rutter & Kosir
1202 No. 3rd St.
Bismarck, N.D.

Corporate Members:

Adams, Edward, AIA
Box 1397
Grand Forks, N.D. 58201 (1)

Anderson, Robert W., AIA
2116 Fourth Ave., N.W.
Minot, N.D. 58701 (2)

Aske, Jack G., AIA
P.O. Box 1354
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (3)

Beatie, Arlo G., AIA
P.O. Box 1433
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (4)

Bechtel, Harold E., AIA
711 N. Second Ave.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (5)

Bjore, Orton E., AIA
P.O. Box 623
Wahpeton, N.D. 58075 (6)

Blake, Leslie H., AIA
114 14th St. W.
Williston, N.D. 58801 (7)

Bofferding, James J., AIA
1132 College St.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (26)

Bohrer, Walter F., AIA
R.R. No. 1, No. Burlington Rd.
Minot, N.D. 58701 (9)

Brunner, Harold C., AIA
R.R. No. 1, No. Burlington Rd.
Minot, N.D. 58701 (9)

Clark, Perry S., AIA
300 Metropolitan Bldg.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (10)

Denbrook, Myron E., AIA
P.O. Box 1397
Grand Forks, N.D. 58201 (11)

Dura, George H., AIA
1813 No. 14th St.
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (17)

Grenz, George A.
1813 No. 14th St.
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (17)

Grosz, Paul H., AIA
P.O. Box 1455
Grand Forks, N.D. 58201 (13)

Hagglund, Leon R., AIA
1719 Bell St.
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (3)

Hanson, Arnold, AIA
P.O. Box 694
Dickinson, N.D. 58601 (12)

Heil, Howard, AIA
114 14th St. W.
Williston, N.D. 58801 (7)

Hemming, Knute A., AIA
1125 Oak St., No.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (15)

Hillyer, Bernard H., AIA
214 24th St., No.
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (17)

Hoedel, Harry L., AIA
R.R. No. 1, No. Burlington Rd.
Minot, N.D. 58701 (9)

Holman, Irving G., AIA
300 Metropolitan Bldg.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (10)

Horton, Gilbert E., AIA
P.O. Box 1351
Jamestown, N.D. 58401 (18)

Horton, Gilbert R., FAIA
P.O. Box 1351
Jamestown, N.D. 58401 (18)

Jenkkinson, Harold L., AIA
1517 So. River Road
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (19)

Johnson, Walter T., AIA
400 Robert St.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (20)

Kennedy, Robert L., AIA
P.O. Box 1354
Grand Forks, N.D. 58201 (14)

Kielhack, Floyd A., AIA
408 1st Ave. Bldg.
Minot, N.D. 58701 (12)

Kosir, Al F., AIA
P.O. Box 1134
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (27)

Leonhard, Herman M., AIA
P.O. Box 1353
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (3)

Leverson, Richard A., AIA
31 Meadowlark Lane
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (10)

Moorhead, Richard A.
1115 10th St., No.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (20)

Mutchler, Robert C., AIA
1117 13th Ave., No.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (21)

Ornbreck, Harlan, AIA
715 Broadway
Fargo, N.D. 58102

Pickett, Carl E., AIA
P.O. Box 589
Dickinson, N.D. 58601 (12)

Ritterbush, Robert A., AIA
209 N. Seventh St.
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (22)

Ritterbush, Robert H., AIA
209 N. Seventh St.
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (22)

Ross, Leander F., AIA
P.O. Box 217
Minot, N.D. 58701 (23)

Rudrud, Merlin E., AIA
209 No. Seventh St.
Bismarck, N.D. 58501 (22)

Ruff, Dale, AIA
1001 28th Ave., No.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (25)

Rush, Ira L., AIA
P.O. Box 1177
Minot, N.D. 58701 (16)

Rutter, George S., AIA
920 Holiday Drive
Moorhead, Minn. 56560 (27)

Seifert, W. J., AIA
325 Seventh St., So.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (8)

Staszko, Edward V., AIA
325 Seventh St., So.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (8)

Thompson, Harlyn, AIA
1517 16th St., So.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (12)

Twichell, Seth W., AIA
1117 13th Ave., No.
Fargo, N.D. 58102 (21)

Wade, Lanny A., AIA
2116 4th Ave., N.W.
Minot, N.D. 58701 (2)

Zieske, Marvin, AIA
114 14th St., No.
Williston, N.D. 58801 (7)
South Dakota Chapter

Offices:
1. Aslesen and Herrmann
   300 No. Broadway, 886-3006
   Watertown, S.D. 57201
2. Aukerman and Mazourek, Architects-Engineers
   2040 W. Main, 343-4436
   Rapid City, S.D. 57701
3. Bell, Galyardt and Associates, Architects-Engineers
   624 Sixth St., 343-5282
   Rapid City, S.D. 57701
4. Craig Associates, Architects-Engineers
   618½ St. Joe, 342-8472
   Rapid City, S.D. 57701
5. Dana Larson Roubal and Associates
   207 E. Capitol, 224-8888
   Pierre, S.D. 57501
6. Warren A. Dixon, Architects
   315 No. Kimball St., 996-2031
   Mitchell, S.D. 57310
7. James C. Ewing, Jr., Architect
   520 Kansas City St., 342-1021
   Rapid City, S.D. 57701
8. Fritzel, Kroeger, Griffin and Berg, Architects, Engineers, Planning Consultants
   366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg., 336-3265
   Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102
9. Aukerman, Frank C., Jr., AIA
   Suite 101, 824 Columbus, 348-0327
   Rapid City, S.D. 57701
10. Hengel, Egge, Beedle & Associates
    814 St. Joe, 343-8432
    Rapid City, S.D. 57701
11. Herges, Kirchgasler & Associates, Architects
    202 Newberry Bldg., 225-6820
    P.O. Box 55
    Aberdeen, S.D. 57401
    519 Kansas City St., 342-5212
    Rapid City, S.D. 57701
13. Ralph R. Koch, Architect
    Suite 904
    100 No. Phillips Ave., 336-3718
    Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102
14. Meese, Peterson & Foss, Inc.
    517 Iowa St., 332-6717
    P.O. Box 174
    Huron, S.D. 57350
15. McWayne & McLaughlin, Architects
    334 Paulson Bldg., 334-9381
    Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102
16. Parez & Massa, Architects
    903 National Bank of S.D. Bldg.
    336-3568
    Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102
17. Rebek & Pope, Architects
    2 E. Kemp Ave., 686-4161
    P.O. Box 231
    Watertown, S.D. 57201
18. The Spitznagel Partners, Inc., Architects, Engineers, Planners
    1800 So. Summit Ave., 336-1160
    Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105
    600 West Ave., No. 336-3708
    Sioux Falls, S.D. 57104

Corporate Members:

Angle, Earl E., AIA
366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)

Aukerman, Herbert M., AIA
300 No. Broadway
Watertown, S.D. 57201 (1)

Aukerman, Frank C., Jr., AIA
2040 W. Main
Rapid City, S.D. 57701 (2)

Bentzinger, William E., AIA
1615 Dana Drive
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105 (18)

Brooks, Gordon A., AIA
618½ St. Joseph St.
Rapid City, S.D. 57701 (4)

Brown, Harold, AIA
315 No. Kimball St.
Mitchell, S.D. 57310 (6)

Dixon, Walter J., AIA
315 No. Kimball St.
Mitchell, S.D. 57310 (7)

Dixon, Warren A., AIA
315 No. Kimball St.
Mitchell, S.D. 57310 (6)

Ewing, James C., Jr., AIA
520 Kansas City St.
Rapid City, S.D. 57701 (7)

Forrette, Clayton H., AIA
366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)

Fritzel, Wendell C., AIA
366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)

Galyardt, Gary, AIA
519 Kansas City St.
Rapid City, S.D. 57701 (3)

Gay, Robert B., AIA
824 Columbus, Suite 101
Rapid City, S.D. 57701 (9)

Griffin, Edward L., AIA
366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)

Hazard, R. Z., Jr., AIA
366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg.
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)

Hengel, Raymond J., AIA
816 St. Joe
Rapid City, S.D. 57701 (10)

Herges, Clarence L., AIA
202 Newberry Bldg., Box 126
Aberdeen, S.D. 57401 (11)

Herrmann, Frederick, AIA
300 No. Broadway
Watertown, S.D. 57201 (1)

Kirchgasler, John A., AIA
202 Newberry Bldg., Box 126
Aberdeen, S.D. 57401 (11)

Koch, Ralph R., AIA
100 No. Phillips
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (13)

NORTHWEST ARCHITECT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krhounek, Roger K.</td>
<td>207 E. Capitol, Pierre, S.D. 57501 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroeger, Jean R.</td>
<td>366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massa, August M.</td>
<td>903 National Bank of S.D., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLaughlin, Earl L.</td>
<td>334 Paulson Bldg., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesce, Linford, AIA</td>
<td>317 Iowa, S.E., Box 174, Huron, S.D. 57350 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomery, Gene L., AIA</td>
<td>1415 So. Main Ave., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Gene, AIA</td>
<td>600 West Ave., No. Sioux Falls, S.D. 57104 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson, James E., AIA</td>
<td>317 Iowa, S.E., Box 174, Huron, S.D. 57350 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pope, James R., AIA</td>
<td>2 E. Kemp, Box 231, Watertown, S.D. 57201 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Gailyn L., AIA</td>
<td>100 No. Phillips, Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robel, Roland L., AIA</td>
<td>2 E. Kemp, Box 231, Watertown, S.D. 57201 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitznagel, Harold T., AIA</td>
<td>100 So. Summit Ave., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steele, Wallace S., AIA</td>
<td>1800 S. Summit Ave., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Ramon L., AIA</td>
<td>366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitman, Ward B., AIA</td>
<td>600 West Ave., No. Sioux Falls, S.D. 57104 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balsley, Donald R.</td>
<td>2112 So. Van Eps, Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandlly, Ronald L.</td>
<td>202 Newberry Bldg., Box 126, Aberdeen, S.D. 57401 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox, Michael</td>
<td>600 West Avenue No., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57104 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dekkers, Marvin J.</td>
<td>3321 S. Hawthorne Ave., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erickson, Gordon H.</td>
<td>2120 So. First Ave., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rittal, Thomas A.</td>
<td>366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schultz, Marlo D.</td>
<td>366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sollien, Paul D.</td>
<td>830 11th St., S.W., Huron, S.D. 57350 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van De Walle, John C.</td>
<td>304 E. 19th St., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57105 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendt, Orrin H.</td>
<td>366 Boyce-Greeley Bldg., Sioux Falls, S.D. 57102 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Philip R.</td>
<td>207 E. Capitol, Pierre, S.D. 57501 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berg, Ludvine</td>
<td>Beebe Nursing Home, Rapid City, S.D. 57701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewing, James C., Sr.</td>
<td>721 E. Diller Ave., Rapid City, S.D. 57701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolph, Paul R.</td>
<td>712 So. Sanborn, Mitchell, S.D. 57301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**JANUARY-DECEMBER 1968**

**January-February**
- Saint Paul Today 27
- Washington Legislative Conference 66

**March-April**
- Wisconsin Honor Awards 24
- British New Towns 46
- Minnesota Registration Law 50

**May-June**
- Architecture as Form 18
- The Metropolitan Council 40
- 1968 AIA Honor Award 57

**July-August**
- Jonathan—Minnesota's New Town 24
- MSA Convention Preview 48
- AIA Convention Report 52

**September-October**
- Twelfth Annual Design Awards 19
- MSA Convention Report 42

**November-December**
- The Osborn Building 24
- North Dakota Convention Report 60
- North Dakota Honor Awards 68

**January, 1969**
- Ames, Robert L. S-O 42
- Anderson, C. Vaughn N-D 80
- Apartments J-F 50, 58 M-J 32
- Architects Counseling Committee J-F 46
- Block A Sketch J-F 54/55
- Lowertown M-J 18
- Architecture as Form M-J 18

**Emeritus Members:**
- Berg, Charles S-O 58
- Bergstedt, Wahlberg & Wold J-F 43 N-D 24
- Osborn Building J-F 47
- Farm Credit Banks Building J-A 72
- Bergstedt, Wahlberg, Bergquist Assoc. S-O 20
- Bettenburg, Townsend, Stolte and Comb M-A 59
- Saint Paul Seminary J-F 72
- Bassford, Edward P. J-F 36
- Guardian Building, St. Paul J-F 58
- McColl Building S-O 58
- Berg, Charles S-O 58
- Bergstedt, Wahlberg & Wold J-F 43 N-D 24
- Osborn Building J-F 47
- Farm Credit Banks Building J-A 72
- Bergstedt, Wahlberg, Bergquist Assoc. S-O 20
- Bettenburg, Townsend, Stolte and Comb M-A 59
- Saint Paul Seminary J-F 72
- Bassford, Edward P. J-F 36
- Guardian Building, St. Paul J-F 58
- McColl Building S-O 58
- Berg, Charles S-O 58
- Bergstedt, Wahlberg & Wold J-F 43 N-D 24
- Osborn Building J-F 47
- Farm Credit Banks Building J-A 72
- Bergstedt, Wahlberg, Bergquist Assoc. S-O 20
- Bettenburg, Townsend, Stolte and Comb M-A 59
- Saint Paul Seminary J-F 72
Bowen and Kanazawa
Girl Scout Troop House, East Troy, Wisc. M-A 25

British New Towns M-A 46

Brunner, Hoeffel, Bohrer & Associates
Sacred Heart Benedictine Convent N-D 74/75

Butler Company, Walter
Federal Courts Building J-F 49

Byrne, Thomas R.
Editorial, Saint Paul Today J-F 27

Capital Centre, St. Paul J-F 29

Cashwin-Goodwin & Associates
Food Service Facility M-A 27
Wisconsin State University

Cavin and Page
Central Apartments, St. Paul J-F 58

Cerny, Robert G M-A 29

Cerny Associates S-O 54
Jesuit Retreat House S-O 24/25

Churches J-F 30, 36 M-J 24, 28, 57
J-A 73 S-O 26, 34 N-D 73

Convention Center Architects and Engineers
Block J Apartments J-F 50
Civic Center J-F 52

Cottle-Herman Architects J-F 73

Crites and McConnell
Conventen United Presbyterian Church, Danville, Ill. M-J 57

Crommett, Herbert B. M-J 64

Cunningham, Benjamin J-A 45
Computer Time Sharing Bldg. J-A 30/31

Damberg & Peck M-J 65

Dimond Associates, Inc., Grover
YWCA J-F 34
Skyway Building J-F 34
Northwestern Nat'l Bank Bldg. J-F 44
Charles Sommers Scout Service Center M-J 35

Dormitories M-A 24 M-J 20, 21, 37

Drews, Donald M-A 56

Durham, Robert L. N-D 80

Ellerbe Architects M-A 56 N-D 87
Technical-Vocational Institute J-F 53
Northwestern Bell Telephone Bldg. J-F 58

Fenelon, James M. S-O 53

Form M-J 18

Foss, Engelstad & Foss
Hope Lutheran Church Addition N-D 73

Freerks, Sperl, Flynn
Holy Rosary Church S-O 26

Giedion, Sigfried M-J 60

Gilbert, Cass
Minnesota State Capitol J-F 31
Endicott Building J-F 37

Gingold-Pink
North Central Wool Marketing Corp., Minneapolis M-J 38

Grebner, Dennis W. M-A 36

Griffith, Newton E. M-J 68

Griswold and Rauma
Sanford Hall Addition, U. of M., Mpls. M-J 37
Anoka Public Library S-O 30

Gropws, Walter M-A 57

Gruen, Victor Dayton's J-F 34

Haarstick, Lundgren & Associates
American National Bank J-F 46
First National Bank J-F 48
Federal Courts Building J-F 49
Lewiston High School M-J 22/23

Hackner, Schroeder & Associates
La Crosse Public Library M-A 26

Hammel, Green & Abrahamson N-D 88
Capital Centre Plaza J-F 42
Skyway Bridge J-F 49
Symbol for Skyway System J-F 59
Vademecum Mfg. Plant J-A 32/33 S-O 32/33
Jonathan Village One Center J-A 38/39

Herbert & Associates, Charles
Office Building S-O 62

Hodne Associates
Cross of Christ Evangelical Lutheran Church, Coon Rapids M-J 24

Horton, Gilbert R. M-J 63

Howe, John H. J-F 60

Jacob, Bernard M-J 18 M-J 60 N-D 40

Jonathan J-A 24

Keller, Raymond N-D 65

Kenneth, Robert L. J-A 68

Korsunsky and Frank M-J 60

Kran, Ronald M-A 42

Lammers, James I. J-F 65

Legislative Conference J-F 66
Washington Libraries M-A 26 N-D 70

Lighting Design Award N-D 92

Lundgren, Louis R. S-O 42

MSA Convention S-O 42

MSA Convention Preview J-A 48

MSA Design Awards S-O 19

Madson, John A. M-A 42

Masqueray, Emmanuel L.
Cathedral of Saint Paul J-F 30

McNeish, Robert J. N-D 82

Metropolitan Council M-J 40

Northwest Architect
Michelson, Val
  St. Paul's Priory, Maplewood ... M-J 30/31
Miller, Fred, Jr. ... M-A 36 J-A 58 S-O 58
Miller, John R. ... N-D 42
Miller, William J. ... S-O 42
Minnesota State Capitol ... J-F 31
Morgan, Brian R. ... M-A 39
Morton, Ian ... J-F 72
Mutchler, Twichell & Lynch
  Twichell Residence ... N-D 68/69
Nemeth, Frank D. ... J-A 58
Neujahr, Rodney E. ... M-A 56
North Dakota Convention ... N-D 60
Office Buildings ... J-F 36, 44, 46, 58 M-J 25, 26
  J-A 30, 60 S-O 62 N-D 24
Parker, Leonard
  Westview Park Apartments, W. St. Paul ... M-J 32/33
  Dr. Goodman Residence, St. Paul ... M-J 36/37
Peabody, Arthur W. ... M-A 28
Peters, Robert W. ... J-F 62
Potter, Lawson, Findlay & Pawlowsky
  Life Saving Station ... M-A 27
Progressive Design Associates
  Moderate Income Living Units ... J-A 34/35
  Luthern Church of Our Savior ... S-O 34/35
Rapson, Ralph
  Chateau Co-op Dining Club, Mpls. ... M-J 34
  Gourley Residence, Falcon Heights ... M-J 39
  Better Homes & Gardens Red Cedar House ... J-A 36/37
Rauma, John ... J-F 60
Reidl, Joseph
  Assumption Church, St. Paul ... J-F 36
Saint Paul Today ... J-F 29
Sample/Mullins, Inc.
  Public Safety Bldg., Whitewater, Wisc. ... M-A 26
Saski, Dawson, DeMay
  Jonathan Cluster Houses ... J-A 40
Schoening, John A. ... N-D 65
Schools ... J-F 53 M-J 22 S-O 20 N-D 72
Scott, Fitzhugh
  Milwaukee School of Engineering
  Dormitory ... M-A 24
Seifert & Staszko Associates
  Fargo Public Library ... N-D 70/71
  L. E. Berger Middle School ... N-D 72
Setler, Leach & Lindstrom
  St. Louis Park Medical Center ... J-A 60
  Smiley, S. C. ... J-A 64
  South Dakota Convention ... N-A 60
  Sovik, E. A. ... N-D 40
  Sovik, Mathre & Madson
    Men's Tower Dormitory ... M-J 20
    St. Olaf College, Northfield
    Women's Tower Dormitory ... M-J 21
    Good Shepherd Lutheran Church,
      Moorhead ... J-A 73 S-O 36
Spitznagel, Harold ... M-A 28
Stageberg Architects
  Edina Evangelical Free Church ... M-J 28
  Sullivan, David R. ... J-F 76
  Summit-University Area ... J-F 54
Tabler, William
  Saint Paul Hilton ... J-F 34
Taylor, James Knox
  Federal Courts Building ... J-F 33
  Endicott Building ... J-F 37
  Thompson, Harlyn ... N-D 87
  Thompson, James G. ... S-O 60
  Thompson, Milo ... M-A 37
  Thorbeck, Duane ... M-A 37
  Thorsen, Willard ... J-A 23
  Thorsen & Thorshov
    Solberg Dental Clinic, Mpls ... M-J 29
Wedin, Winslow E.
  Home Office Bldg. for Production
    Credit Assoc. and Fed. Land Bk. Assoc.
    Redwood Falls ... M-J 26/27
  Wisconsin Honor Awards ... M-A 24
Wold, Clark
  Osborn Building ... J-F 43, N-D 24
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FIFTY YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

1969

The best Architect/Engineer in the world must have competent, skilled, responsible contractors to assure his own success. Why gamble? Associated General Contractors of Minnesota has a large membership of contractors, all with SKILL, INTEGRITY & RESPONSIBILITY.

ORGANIZED IN 1919
Affiliated with Associated General Contractors of America, Inc., Washington, D. C.

Associated General Contractors of Minnesota, Inc.
 Builders Exchange Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 • Telephone (612) 339-8747

Controlled Quality

WASHED
DRIED
SCREENED

WHITE SILICA PLASTER SAND

IS THE KEY TO BEST RESULTS
Available in Bags or Bulk
Through Dealers

GOPHER STATE SILICA, Inc.
PRODUCERS OF HIGH QUALITY SILICA PRODUCTS
MINING & PROCESSING PLANT, OTTAWA, MINN. GENERAL OFFICE, LE SUEUR, MINN.
DeVAC Replacement Windows gave this 19th Century Landmark a 20th Century Outlook

DeVAC Thermo-Barrier Window Information
- Air Infiltration: .25 cfm
- Heat Transfer: "U" factor .455
- Noise Attenuation: rated STC 37

The recently remodeled Blue Earth County Court House, Mankato, Minnesota. A. J. Ross & Associates, Architects.

DeVAC blends comfort with tradition. DeVAC Replacement Windows were the only exterior change made in remodeling the Blue Earth County Court House. Retaining the historical appearance was just as important as raising the comfort level in the drafty, eighty-two-year-old building. City Commissioner Robert Hodapp says, "We count the DeVAC Replacement Windows a real asset to our building."

Comfort level up, comfort costs down. "We expect," said Hodapp, "about a 40% savings in heating and air-conditioning costs." DeVAC Thermo-Barrier Dual Glazed Replacement Windows have virtually eliminated drafts, cold spots and heat loss. In addition, DeVAC's patented, non-structural vinyl thermal barrier assures minimum heat transfer. Stops cold weather condensation.

Installation is fast and easy, too. DeVAC room-at-a-time installation doesn't disrupt normal routine. Requires no messy tear-out, replastering or repainting. Integral exterior panning completely covers old deteriorated wood or rusted metal framing. Made of T-6 aluminum, DeVAC Windows have an anodized finish. Won't rust, pit, discolor or ever need painting.

Specify the quality replacement window. Specify DeVAC. They're unconditionally guaranteed when specified, for 10 years. Just fill in and mail the coupon. 

see our catalog in Sweet's

DeVAC, Inc.
10146 Highway #55
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427

Please send me more information on the subjects checked below.
- Specific project information and bid
- New York Housing Study Summary
- Sweets Architect's File Insert
- Heat Loss Study of Aluminum Window Types
- Sound Attenuation Test Report.

NAME: ________________________________
TITLE: ________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________
CITY: __________________________________
STATE: ____________________________ ZIP: ________________
The increasingly high rate of taxation on federal, state and local levels, is one of the most complex problems facing Minnesota and America today. It has been conclusively proven that the separate mechanical and electrical prime contract system lowers building costs and literally saves the owner money.

Recent statistical studies indicate that the owner can save from four percent to seven percent of construction costs by applying the separate mechanical and electrical prime contract system. Why not tell your client how he can save money! He'll undoubtedly speak well of you from now on.
Accent Your Plans with

CERAM-TRAZ

The revolutionary new epoxy resin used as a matrix for aggregate surfacing in building construction.


CERAM-TRAZ

Created by

Concrete Chemical Products Company, Inc.

6500 Oxford Street — Minneapolis, Minn. 55426
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Trane announces ideal unit for controlling classroom climates

NEW TRANE CLASSROOM AIR CONDITIONERS BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR INSTITUTIONAL DUTY—QUIET, EVEN AT FULL UNIT CAPACITY

Now, more than ever, air conditioning is a major consideration in the design of almost every new school.

Yet, cooling unit ventilators, used for classroom air conditioning today, are mostly modified heating-ventilating units—and not specifically designed to handle the requirements of air conditioning.

Now comes the Trane Classroom Air Conditioner! Provides all the advantages of the unit ventilator, yet is designed for air conditioning. Produces full air conditioning capacity, quietly. Designed for minimum maintenance, trouble-free operation.

For more information on the ideal unit to control classroom climates, get your copy of CLASSROOM AIR CONDITIONERS for the changing school scene.

In the Twin Cities, 930 East 80th Street Bloomington, Minn. 55420 Phone—884-3521

TRANE
FOR ANY AIR CONDITION

Northwest Architect
Beautiful ... functional

Neal Movable/Demountable Wall Partition Systems make walls work. Modular four foot panels of vinyl fabric, porcelain enamel, cork, chalkboard and Marker Board are interchangeable. Entire wall can be disassembled, moved and re-erected when necessary.

Mullion standards are designed for mounting shelves, rails and other accessories without damage to panel. Maximum sound reduction is provided.

Neal Marker Board Panels can be used as a projection surface and writing surface for color markers, chalk and china pencils. Matte white 28 gauge porcelain enamel steel surface holds magnetized accessories. For further information about special applications, details, accessories and prices, call 941-2440.
The $4,300,000 Marshall Senior High School can be defined architecturally as a closed campus design. The various active and academic functions are collected into separate buildings and linked by an entrance area incorporating student locker banks where noise is isolated. The common roof over all the functions is modern prestressed concrete. Although the theme and structure suggested concrete, a study of other systems was made. Wells Prestressed Concrete was selected because it provided both an economic and structural solution to the problem of long clear spans required to obtain a flexibility that recognizes and provides for the rapid changes and advances in education.

The hub of the academic complex is the instructional materials center. By placement it invites and encourages student use and participation. The I.M.C. is also the electronic nerve center of the school. Audio and video programs, tapes and communications originate in or can be distributed from this center. Interior, vertical DT wall panels highlight the circular form of the I.M.C. center. 20” and 24” DT roof units span the academic complex. The entire complex is designed in terms of flexibility. Electrical grids, flexible mechanical ducts for heating and cooling and demountable partitions on a 2 foot grid meet these requirements.

Active area features include a glass wall and reversible bleachers between gymnasium and nautatorium. Audio from the nautatorium provides for spectator contact. 24” DT’s span the 62’ pool area and 101’ long x 42” ST’s span the gymnasium. The 600 seat auditorium is divisible by moveable partitions into 3 lecture areas for large group instruction. The auditorium has a sophisticated stage where scenery can be flown. 32” DT’s span the 80’ auditorium.

Wells Prestressed Concrete is proud to have been specified on this academic complex that through planning and purpose provides for present and future educational needs, and invites and encourages student participation, stimulation and interaction.
VERSATILITY with ALUMINUM

This Gold Anodized Aluminum Bell Tower and Cross Atop Motherhouse and Chapel Sinsinawa, Wisconsin is 60 feet high, made from aluminum pipe and tapered tubing.

Architect: Siberz, Purcell, T. Cuthbert, Madison

Another example of craftsmanship turned out by Architectural Metal Industries

- Anderson Iron Works, Inc.
- Minnesota Fence & Iron Works, Inc.
- Standard Iron & Wire Works, Inc.
- C. W. Olson Mfg. Co.
- Stanley Iron Works, Inc.
- Geo. Shetka & Sons, Inc.

The Architectural Metal Association of Minnesota can provide you with technical services in the planning of your design of Architectural Metalwork. For this information call 926-4393.

ARCHITECTURAL METAL ASSOCIATION OF MINNESOTA
4725 Excelsior Blvd.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55416
58,000 square feet of FLEXICORE was used on the four levels of floors and this sloped roof project. The attractive exposed ceilings are slabs sprayed with a textured coating. Special channel shaped FLEXICORE units were used in the halls for recessed lighting and to achieve a flush ceiling. FLEXICORE is a custom made product; therefore special units such as this can be readily fabricated to fit your needs.

Underwriters Laboratory labeling service is now available on 8" and 10" Flexicore. This service provides savings in fire insurance rates and is yet another reason for specifying Flexicore.

Molin Concrete Products Co.
Since 1897
MAHIN-WALZ, INC.
modernfold "Soundmaster" . . . 480, 240, 320, 160, 80

MAHIN-WALZ, INC.
modernfold "Acousti-Seal" . . . 510, 511, 400, 401, 402, 403, 600, 300

MAHIN-WALZ, INC.
modernfold "Woodmaster" . . . 1200, 800, 500

MAHIN-WALZ, INC.
modernfold "Splendoor" . . . 22, 44, 60

MAHIN-WALZ, INC.
modernfold "Coil-Wal" . . . modernfold "Audio-Wall"

Phone: 612-935-7759
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Haarstick Lundgren Associates used Ochs Brick all the way around Minnesota's first completely circular school. By using the flexibility of a circular design and combining it with the permanence of Ochs Brick—the architects provided the people of White Bear Lake with a school that will still be in use 100 years from now.

Once again, the natural beauty and life-long durability of famous Ochs Brick has enabled an architect to erect maintenance-free walls of timeless beauty.

Ochs boasts the most modern brick equipment in the area to give you quality, Modular, Standard and Norman size brick in your choice of red, buff and gray shades in a wide variety of colors and textures. So when selecting brick for your next project—whether it's round, square or rectangular—be sure to give Ochs a call.
Block is the double feature
wall material for new theatres

Concrete masonry upstages all other building material in design versatility. It gives you wall pattern potential with showmanship second to none.

Contact the nearest MCPA member for further information.

Minnesota Concrete Products Association
1821 University Ave. St. Paul, Minn. 55104
646-2893

Allen B. Benzick, Executive Secretary
Sound-absorbing Masonry Blocks
An entirely new concept in sound control

SOUND-BLOX

Phone 533-8631

DALE TILE CO.
HWY. 100 & FRANCE AVE. N.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

SOIL ENGINEERING SERVICES, INC.
615 NORTH COUNTY RD. 18
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55427 • 544-3739

Borings • Tests • Inspection • Analysis
Reports • Recommendations

MANKATO CUT STONE
MANKATO SPLIT FACE ASHLAR STONE
Enduring Colors of
CREAM — GRAY — BUFF — PINK

Quarried by
MANKATO STONE CO.
Mankato, Minnesota
Mankato Stone for Interior & Exterior Use

Drive Defensively.

Published to save lives in cooperation with

If a parking lot is your business front door,
pave it with concrete.

Concrete lets you put your best foot forward with your customers before they set foot in your place of business.
Why? Because concrete lots are clean and bright. Concrete's rigid, even surface means permanent, easy drainage, too.
Let it rain. All it does is save you from cleaning the lot yourself.
Concrete saves on lot illumination. It reflects light, brightens everything up at night. Customers like that.
Here's something you may like even more. With concrete, you won't have to worry about repeated patching and resurfacing with resulting inconvenience to your customers.
When you pave your parking lot, once ought to be enough. You worry about your business. Your concrete parking lot will take care of itself.

Portland Cement Association
MINNESOTA-DAKOTAS DISTRICT
1490 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. 55402
An organization of cement manufacturers to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete

MANKATO CUT STONE
MANKATO SPLIT FACE ASHLAR STONE
Enduring Colors of
CREAM — GRAY — BUFF — PINK

Quarried by
MANKATO STONE CO.
Mankato, Minnesota
Mankato Stone for Interior & Exterior Use
A Good Man to Know...

Your member of the Minnesota State Conference of Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers is selected for his ability as superior craftsman in his profession.

There is no substitute...

for top workmanship which can be completed only by unsurpassed craftsmen.

- BRICKLAYERS
- STONE MASON
- MOSAIC WORKERS
- TILE LAYERS
- MARBLE MASON
- CEMENT MASON
- CEMENT BLOCK LAYERS
- PLASTERERS
- TERRAZZO WORKERS
- POINTERS, CALKERS
and CLEANERS

MINNESOTA STATE CONFERENCE OF BRICKLAYERS, MASON & PLASTERERS
International Union of America

Archie Foster, President — James Ross, 1st Vice-President — Kenneth Johnson, 2nd Vice-President — Glenn Leach, 3rd Vice-President

January, 1969
INLAND SUPPLY CO.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Curing Compounds
Curing Paper—Polyethylene
Expansion Joints, all types
Form Coatings
Perimeter Insulation

Thikol
Epoxy resins
Joint Fillers
Concrete inserts, reglets, etc.
Waterstops

Minnesota Distributor for Master Builders Co.
Embeco, Masterplate, Omicron, Pozzolith, Colorcron

OFFICE—WAREHOUSE
1096 Raymond Ave.
St. Paul, Minn. 55108
645-4931 or 645-4816

R & O
ELEVATOR CO., INC.
• Elevators
  Passenger and Freight
  Hydraulic and Electric
  Residence Lifts

• Dumbwaiters
  Platform Lifts
  Dock Levelers

Complete repair and service department for all makes—
24 hour service.
For Free Estimate and Specifications
Write 8045 Pillsbury Ave., Mpls. or Call 861-3377

W. L. Hall Co.
CUPPLES ALUMINUM ENTRANCES
WAUSAU ALUMINUM WINDOWS
HICKMAN ALUMINUM FASCIA AND
WATER DAM SYSTEM
KALWALL PANELS AND SKYLIGHTS
CHEMCLAD PLASTIC LAMINATE DOORS
TROPICEL DECORATIVE PANELS
FOLDOR PARTITIONS AND DOORS

2816 Dupont Ave. So., Minneapolis

Celanese Coatings Company
3550 Beltline Blvd.
St. Louis Park, Minn. 55416
Phone—929-0337

Special Coatings
And
Paint for Any Surface
Plus
Color Service
with over 1,000 colors to choose from
(or) match that color

Architect & Contractor
Coordinating to Satisfy the Client

TERRAZZO

Cement
Latex

Terrazzo
Terrazzo

Whatever Your needs in TERRAZZO,
we are here to serve you as we have
been doing for over 30 years.

Venice Art Marble Co., Inc.
3158 Snelling Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406
724-5491-92

Celanese Coatings Company

STREMEI
TIN CLAD FIRE DOORS
Save Buildings

Dependable
Stremel Tin Clad
Fire Doors will
save thousands
of dollars in
property loss,
insurance costs
and prevention
of business inter-
ruption ... as it
did when the
Purina Mills
storage building
in Minneapolis
burned recently.
The Stremel Tin
Clad fire Doors
held, confining
the blaze to the
rear of the
building.

AUTOMATIC CLOSING PREVENTS FIRE TRANSITION
THROUGH OPENINGS IN FIRE WALLS.
Metal & Tin Clad Doors & Grilles
(Approved by National Board Fire Underwriters)

STREMEI BROS. Mfg. Co.
260 Plymouth Ave. No.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55411

Northwest Architect
SPANCRETE MIDWEST COMPANY

- Pre-Cast Flat Slabs
- Double Tees
- Beams and Columns
- Pre-Cast Structural Wall Panels

BOX 308 • 89960 • MINNESOTA • 55363 • DIAL 612 • 493-0660
Rich-McFarlane CutStone Co.
Quality Cut Stones for Over 40 Years
LIMESTONES - GRANITE
CUT STONE
FLAGSTONES
RUBBLE
VENEER
2707 26th Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.
729-1256 728-1870

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC.
THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE CO.
MILCO WINDOWS, INC.
PROTECTIVE TREATMENTS, INC.
LAMINATED GLASS CORP.
AR-LITE PANELS
Represented by
Geo. Gohlke Co.
5407 Excelsior Blvd. 920-1292 Minneapolis 55416

Enduring Beauty
Artistic Face Brick
... every texture and color
Glazed and Unglazed Facing Tile
Paving - Floor Brick
Quarry Tile
Glass Blocks
Serving the architectural profession and construction industry of the Northwest since 1890.

TWIN CITY BRICK COMPANY
Minneapolis, Minn. • St. Paul, Minn.
Manufacturers Face Brick
Building Materials Distributors

whether you take the high road or take the low road...

they both lead to our new carpet warehouse at 15016 Industrial Road, Minnetonka

this is a partial view of one of the bays in our warehouse. We would enjoy showing you our entire carpet facility and our inventory of fine carpets for institutional and residential uses.

call or write:
Rollin B. Child, Inc.
DISTRIBUTOR
420 Excelsior Ave. West Hopkins, Minn. 55344
PHONE: 612-938-2785
Over 20 years of service to the construction industry for ceramic tile, carpets and related products.
When everything in your building, even the electric lights, is run by gas, you have a Total Energy building. And a truly efficient and economical one to operate.

Gas Total Energy uses gas to run the equipment that generates electricity for lights, motors, accessories. Gas heats your building and water supply. Gas is the energy behind the air conditioning system.

Gas heat costs less. Gas cooling costs less.

Electricity costs you less, too, when you make it yourself with gas, a Gas Total Energy system.

Add the efficient operation of Gas Total Energy and you have a concept you should know all about.

Get the complete story on Total Energy from Minnegasco's Industrial Department. Call Earl Bartels at 372-4641.
Off-the-job traffic accidents cost U.S. industry $1.9 billion last year.

Carrier Corporation took a cold look at this hot problem. And acted.

Off-the-job traffic accidents have become a multi-billion dollar headache. That's why Carrier Corporation, Midwest Steel, Anaconda Company, Delco-Remy, and dozens of other progressive companies both big and small are doing something about them. To reduce this costly drain of trained manpower resources, they set up the National Safety Council's Driver Improvement Program for their employees. It provides a complete course in new and tested concepts and techniques of defensive driving that can reduce traffic accidents significantly. Last year U.S. industry lost over 22,000 trained employees killed in off-the-job traffic accidents. They actually cost industry more in dollars and productive lives than on-the-job accidents. Isn't it time you did something about it? Mail the coupon for full details on how to set up the National Safety Council's Driver Improvement Program in your company. Do it today to save productive lives!

Director of Public Information
National Safety Council
425 No. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60611

Please mail me full details on the Driver Improvement Program.

Name
Title
Firm Name
Address

Published to save lives in cooperation with The Advertising Council and the National Safety Council
DOR-O-MATIC
SLIDE \[\rightarrow\] SWING
AUTOMATIC SLIDING DOORS

S-L-I-D-E open graciously for prestige entrances... S-W-I-N-G open safely in any emergency! Fast, safe, convenient traffic flow for any building, every doorway. Panic release meets building codes.

SALES AND SERVICE

H. W. Staples Co., Inc.
2535 85th AVE N.E.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
PHONE 784-4445—AREA CODE 612

if leukemia
(A FORM OF CANCER)
strikes

call your®
american cancer society

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER
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When contacting our advertisers and others in this issue please tell them "I saw it in Northwest Architect."

Fairview—Southdale Hospital
Architect: Ellerbe Architects

Polished Exterior Vermont Verde Antique Marble
Fabricated And Installed By
DRAKE MARBLE COMPANY
60 Plato Avenue, St. Paul, Minn. 55107

When contacting our advertisers and others in this issue please tell them "I saw it in Northwest Architect."

Carl W. Fogelberg Co.
★ WALCON CORP.—Metal Building Panels & Louvers
★ ALLIANCE WALL—Porcelain Enamel, Laminated Veneer, Sandwich and Chalkboard Panels
★ PENN METAL COMPANY—Speed-Steel Structural Framing and Movable Partitions
★ AIROTEC INC.—Aluminum Extruded Decorative Grilles, Solar and Remodeling Screens
CALL 646-7306

ARRIGONI BROTHERS COMPANY
TERRAZZO • CERAMIC TILE • MARBLE
Epoxy and Cement Exposed Aggregate Panels cast in place or precast
PREEMA SPECIAL WALL FINISHES
WALKS
DRIVES
PATIOS
CEMENT FLOORS
Trenta Nove Anni Di Progresso

PROGRESS through TESTING
TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.

When contacting our advertisers and others in this issue please tell them "I saw it in Northwest Architect."
# ARCHITECTS

Insist on CAST STONE (Artstone) to meet Federal Specifications SS-S-721C for your next project.

You can have several finishes and colors all in the same building.

Write or call us for a Cost Estimate.

**AMERICAN ARTSTONE COMPANY**

New Ulm, Minnesota

Phone 354-5011

or

ROBERT J. SNOW, Representative

Phone 823-5035

Minneapolis

---

**The Symbol of Quality Since 1896**

SPECIALIZING IN
Ceramic and Quarry Tiles
Marble and Slate

Northwestern Tile Company

925 West 80th St., Minneapolis, Minn. 55420  881-2678

---

**COREFLOOR**
Prestress Hollow
Core Slabs
UL Rated

**CONCRETE PIPE**
Manholes
Catch Basins
Appurtenances

---

**BLADHOLM BROS.**

SINCE 1891
OSSEO/MARSHALL

---

**January, 1969**
Minneapolis Blue Printing Co.
Agents for Keuffel & Esser Co.
of New York

Architects and Engineers Supplies
Blue Prints and Photostats

* 332-5444
612 Third Ave. So. Minneapolis 55402

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

Add beauty...
Add distinction...
Add scale...
to your building—
with properly designed
and fabricated lighting
fixtures and metal sculpture.

BMD and R Lighting

* 7020 WALKER STREET, ST. LOUIS PARK
* MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, 55426

TELEPHONE: (612) 929-4658
DESIGNERS AND FABRICATORS OF LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
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NORTHWEST ARCHITECT
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE, INC.

IS PROUD TO DISPLAY
A NEW SYMBOL OF QUALITY

Our use of this symbol, as a producer of prestressed and precast concrete used in structural applications, tells you that our plant has demonstrated the capability to produce quality products in accordance with the prescribed PCI Plant Certification requirements.

These requirements are based on the PCI Manual for Quality Control.

Under the program a certified plant is subjected to 3 inspections by a nationally recognized, independent consulting engineering firm during the course of each year the symbol is retained.

Membership in the Prestressed Concrete Institute is not a prerequisite since any U.S. producer can participate in the program.

Administration of the PCI Plant Certification program is in the hands of a specially qualified PCI Committee working under the direction and supervision of the Institute's Board of Directors.

The PCI Plant Certification program is additional evidence of this industry's characteristic devotion to quality.

Participation by Prestressed Concrete, Inc., of St. Paul in this national program assures the continuance of quality control in this region.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE, INC.

2582 LONG LAKE ROAD • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55113 • TELEPHONE: 633-4175
COULD I TELL YOU ABOUT LATH & PLASTER CONSTRUCTION? IT’S FIRE RATED!

IF YOUR CLIENT lives at the South Pole he could care less about the fire rated qualities of lath and plaster construction.

But If He Doesn’t—

HE JUST MIGHT BE interested to know that lightweight fire rated metal lath membrane fireproofing also cuts cost . . . because it cuts weight!

WE’LL BE HAPPY TO BRING YOUR ARCHITECT’S REFERENCE MANUAL UP TO DATE FOR YOU, WITH THE LATEST INFORMATION ON FIREPROOFING ASSEMBLIES. WE WILL ALSO HELP YOU WITH TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE & JOB FOLLOW-UP.

Just Call Clint Fladland
644-3022

MINNESOTA LATHING & PLASTERING BUREAU
795 RAYMOND AVENUE, ST. PAUL, MINN. 55114
MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU FOR LATHING & PLASTERING, INC.